Bus:22
Route:P22E PM DESERT SAGE ES Pn
Anchor Name:DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:41 pm  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
2:51 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:10 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:12 pm  S SWEETWATER AVE @ S WINTERHAVEN DR [SW]
3:15 pm  W WINTERHAVEN DR @ S SWEETWATER AVE [SW]
3:16 pm  W WINTERHAVEN DR @ S PAPAGO DR [S]
3:17 pm  W WINTERHAVEN DR @ S TONOLEA DR [S]
3:23 pm  S WOLCOTT DR @ E CELLINI DR [NE]
3:25 pm  S WOLCOTT DR @ E HUGO DR [SE]
3:26 pm  S STERLING DR @ S KLINE DR [NW]
3:27 pm  832 S KLINE DR [W]
3:28 pm  S KLINE DR @ W CELLINI DR [NW]
3:29 pm  W CELLINI DR @ S CELLINI LN [NE]
3:36 pm  SKYVIEW MS

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus: 29  
Route: P29MID-P DESERT SAGE MID  
Anchor Name: DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:32 pm  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE  
2:40 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  
2:44 pm  874 S Dante Dr [E]  
2:48 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus: 29
Route: P29E PM DESERT SAGE ES PM
Anchor Name: DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:50 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:10 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:12 pm  W CELLINI DR @ S STERLING LN [SW]
3:13 pm  837 S BLAKELAND DR [SW]
3:13 pm  869 S BLAKELAND DR [W]
3:14 pm  S BLAKELAND DR @ W CELLINI DR [N]
3:15 pm  W CELLINI DR @ S MCCOY DR [SW]
3:16 pm  S MCCOY DR @ W HUGO DR [SE]
3:17 pm  S MCCOY DR @ S STERLING DR [E]
3:18 pm  752 AGUILAR (BETWEEN FLEMING & MCCOY) [SE]
3:19 pm  S AGUILAR DR @ S DUMONT DR [SE]
3:20 pm  S AGUILAR DR @ S CAMEO CT [SE]
3:21 pm  S AGUILAR DR @ E BONANZA DR [E]
3:22 pm  S WOLCOTT DR @ E BONANZA DR [N]
3:23 pm  W BONANZA DR @ S DUMONT DR [N]
3:23 pm  W BONANZA DR @ S MCCOY DR [NE]
3:24 pm  S WATKINS DR @ GRANBY LN. [N]
3:29 pm  SKYVIEW MS

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus:311
Route:P311EPM DSE PM
Anchor Name:DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:40 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2:45 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2:50 pm  W CALLE DEL CIERVO @ S CALLE CONCORDIA [SW]
2:56 pm  CEDAR RIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus:368
Route:P368E PM DESERT SAGE ES P
Anchor Name:DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:41 pm  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
2:52 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:10 pm  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:12 pm  S GREENWAY AVE @ W ALEXIS DR [W]
3:13 pm  W ALEXIS DR @ S SUNNYSLOPE DR [SW]
3:14 pm  W LINDEN AVE @ S LINDEN PL [SE]
3:16 pm  E ROLLING HILLS DR @ SADDLE ROCK DR [SE]
3:18 pm  E DAWNVIEW DR @ S SUNNYSIDE DR [NE]
3:18 pm  E DAWNVIEW DR @ S SILT DR [NE]
3:18 pm  E DAWNVIEW DR @ S TOLSTOI DR [NE]
3:19 pm  E BIRCH HILLS DR @ S DAWNVIEW DR [N]
3:20 pm  S SAKI DR @ E COUNTRYSIDE DR [S]
3:21 pm  E COUNTRYSIDE DR @ S TOLSTOI DR [SW]
3:22 pm  E COUNTRYSIDE DR @ S SIBLEY DR [SW]
3:27 pm  E MOUNTAINSIDE DR @ S GREENWAY DR [NE]
3:28 pm  S GREENWAY DR @ S PURCELL BLVD [NE]
3:38 pm  SKYVIEW MS

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students